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;3STRACT 

We define «ol lect ive operators/for the quantized radiation 

f ie ld in a one-dimensional laser cavity coupled to a semi-infinite 

outside region and eonaidf the overlaps of neighbouring collective 
K>L~Z 

modes /to show how they modify, in the linear approximation, the time 

evolution of the radiation f i e l d below threshold. The model and 

procedure work direct ly within a continuous spectrum of modes and 

allow us to get an improved insight on the prescription for the laser 

f ie ld in single-mode operation. / falio*\ 
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1. KtTRQDUCTION 

Some fundamental aspects of the laser theory, such "as" the 

line-narrowing mechanism, the threshold condition, the fluctuation-

dissipation theorem, etc, were investigated in a previous paper1 

employing a simplo model of a semi-infinite one-dimensional optical 

cavity1"* with output coupling. The coupling of the optical cavity 

with the outside region is due to a partially transmiting window that 

intrinsically accounts for "the leakages of radiation field without'the 

necessity of introducing the (often ficticious) loss reservoirss'6. 

In the mentioned work1, however, besides being a 

semiclassical treatment, the transient and stationary solutions for 

the laser field wore investigated assuming the laser operating Th 

single-mode. This assumption neglects the overlaps among bands of the 

continuous spectrum generated by the optical cavity, which is a 

reasonable procedure when the coupling between the laser cavity and 

the outside region is weak. 

In the present work we will consider the presence of many 

collective modes (bands) and their interactions. This paper is an 

extension of a previous one7 where the influence of interactions 

between collective modes on the transient evolution of tlie free 

radiation field was investigated. Here, we will take into account 

the presence of active atoms inside the optical cavity in order to 

treat the complet problem. The development is that of a linear 

approximation, since we consider the laser as reaching the threshold 

from bellow. 
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__jn3 -Hiodel-£nd-f4eld «Klas-have-been-deser-ibed-prewously-

end the reader night turn to ref. (1) for details. For the sake of 

coupleceness, W2 give here a short sunsnary of those results: the 

cavity model is a free space region bounded by two plane parallel 

plates, one of which is ideally reflecting, placed at z=t, whareas the 

other one is serai transparent, placed at z«0, both perpendicular to the 

z-axis. We call z€[0,jtj the internal region {the laser cavity) and 

zeC-«,0] tha external one. 

He cake the plate coating the semi transparent window as 

a dieiecjric film which is modelled as a limiting case of a very thin 

layer -with a very large dielectric constant^given by 

e(z) - e0[1+q«(z)] . (1) 

Where «(z) s the Dirac delta-function and ^ i s a real parameter with 

dimensions of length, w>ich determines the transparency of the window. 

The normal nodes of propagation are stationary solutions 

of Maxwell's equations that satisfy the boundary conditions. By 

assuming the elect-ic field linearly polarized in x-direction: 

t(z.t) « E(z,t)x and making the usual 'Anzats* for the Fourier field 

components 

Ek(z,t) - Uk(z)exp(-1ukt) (Z) 



ws obtain, after including the appropriated boundary conditions (see 

ref. 1, Appendix A), the normal modes for the entire optical cavity 

Uk(n,z) = 

uj^n.z ) - H!;(n)sinkn(z-i); zcfO.i] 

u[e)(n,z) = (2 /#s in (k n z -« k ) ; zc(—,0) 

(3) 

where, for the case of a low-transmiting window, Nj^n) is the 

Lorentzian lineshape for the n-th mode, given by1 

Mfc(n) . (2/,)rJ i^/[rj + Ukn-*on)
2] (A) 

and r- is the linewidth, given by 

r p = Ci/(.irOTj)2 • C / A Q „ 1 (5) 

where A„„ S nk„ * nn-g/i. « „ is the n-th Fox-Li qiasimode" on i n i on 

won -ckn-'cnw/t « c ^ / q (6) 

3. is a phase-shift1, and c is the spead of light. The case or" a 

low-transmiting window re 

small, in the sense that 

low-transmiting window results when we assume that the bandwidth r is 

V<A»-l-o,n-^.n*|l'Cf/l (7) 



The above results, such as those contained in eqs.(3)-(6), 

are reasonable approximations when the transmission throughout the 

window is so small that we can neglect the overlaps between two 

adjacent Lorentzians M. (n), M. (n1). Ir. fact, that was the case 

refered in previous Work1, in which we assumed the single-mode 

operation. 

Here, we consider the more realistic case where two 

adjacent Lorentzians Mk(n), M. (n1), are overlapinq. As a consequence, 

we must substitute the Lorentzian M.(n) peaked around the frequency 

u (cf. the single mode approach in ref. 1), by another lineshape U, 

strongly peaked around all the Fox-Li* quasimodes frequencies. Me 

will apply this procedure in the following section. 

I I I . HELD QIKKTIZATION AND COLLECTIVE OPERATORS 

The electric and magnetic fields, in terras of the normal 

modes Uk(z), can be written as 

E(z,t) * - i 3A/3t « f Ek(t)Uk(n,z)dk, 

H(z,t) = iaA/aZ * ly f qk(t)vk(z)dk, 
vc 2 Jo 

(8) 

(9) 

where y is the magnetic suscetibility and A(z,t) is the vector 

potential, given by 

A(z.t) - -1-y- I qk(t)Uk('z)dk, (10) 



with Vk(z) = - aU /̂az and Ek(t) = cW/dt = qR. Following the usual 

quantization procedure ue set q. « Pi. and the canonical 

transformation (fi = 1) 

qk = ( 1 / 2 ^ ) ^ (aj + ak) 

(11) 

pk = i(u.k/2)V2 (aj - ak) 

with ak,ak satisfying the, conmutation relations 

[ak,aj,,] = CaJ.aJ,] = 0 

Cak,a*,] = «(k-k') f 

(12) 

we find the Hamiltonian for the free field (neglecting zero point 

energy) 

i t = f"kaj>kdk. (13) 

aktak3 creates [annihilates] photons in the mode Uk(z), in the whole 

cavity (i.e., inside and outside tne laser cavity). The electric 

field operator, inside the cavity, in terms of these operators at,ak 

reads (cf. eqs.(3),(8)) 



E { i )(z, t) = J E ^ - a ^ u j ^ U J d k 

£ok(a^-ak)Mksink(z-i)dk (.4) 

where EQK*(\/ZCQ) Z ; uk = ck. 

At this point, out of regard for a many node theory, we 

replace the Lorentzian function M.(n), by a lineshape function L , 

having peaks at each cavity-mode k . We assume, in f i r s t 

approximator that L- I M, (n) and f,.L.dk - z j f i, M. (n)dk = 
I k n < i k k n %(£) k 

-z f. { M, (n)dk, whenever f. is a slowly-varying function when 

compared to M. (n); B(n) stands for the n-th band. In the foregoing 

approximations we are just neglecting the overlaps between bands. In, 

the next section we will include them in the treatment. 

Now, we define the collective operators 

w 
JB(n) 

M.(n)a.dk 

(15) 

B(n) 
tUn)a*dk 

where M is a normalization constant. The internal electric field 

operator, in terms of these operator A*, A , is given by 
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E ( l )(z,t)=iEo k sin[kn(z-t)] Mk(n)(a*+a )dk 
IK/i) 

•Fok/^'^'V (16) 

viiere th,e approximation: E ..sinK(z-i)M. (n)= E . sink (z-i)M.(n) has 
n 

been used, since E . sink(z-t) is a slowly varying function when compared 

to the Lorentzian function M,,(n). So, instead of performing the 

integral '5 in eq.(14), we integrate in a band B(n), which has a 

Lorentzian prof i le given by \ M and afterwards sum over a l l the 

bands. In each band B(n) we consider k running in the domain 

k € [o, <°). Now according to eq.(16) A*[A ] creates [annihilates] 

photons inside the laser cavity, in the n-th collective mode. 

,V2 

shown that 

f\(n)dk) 2 and using eq.(12), it can be 

CA^-E^.J.O (17) 

and 

t V ^ ^ - ^ i — i Mk(n)M)((n')dk (18) 

so, i f we neglect the overlap between the Lorentzians Mk(n), M^n ' ) , 

then 

Mk(n)Mk(nl) « 0; i»7 n (19) 



and we obtain 

C W = 6n,n' "•"" ( 2 0 ) 

However, if we take into account the overlap, then we must calculate 

the integral in eq.(18). In order to do this , we use Fourier 

transforms of M.(n), i \ (n ' ) and obtain, after some algebra (Appendix), 

CA.A+] = P l [(Ss
+32+D/2] (21) 

n n -7" 

whsre P i(x) ' is the toroidal function8 and 

V ' Í V V ^ n m 

-- rn / r„ . - (n'/n)2 =V, (23) 

Since, according to eq.(5), 

rn * n-2 (24) 

is a slowly-varying function of the ressonanca frequoncy within the 

optical domain (n~106, in this domain). For n'»n we have (cf.cq.(22)) 

s=0 and oqs.(21)-(23) lead to 

CAn,A;,] » P (1) = 1. . (25) 



For nVn we have (cf. eq.(7)) S = ^T
n
 >?1- Tnis 1eads tne toroidal 

function P i (x) to the assymptotical domain. So, a little algebraical 

procedure gives-,-for n'=n±l; — _....-.. 

CAn.A^,] = P^(S
2/2) « ! • (26) 

The result 2/S, appearing in the right-hand «ide of eq.(26), measures 

the degree of non-orthogonality between two neighbouring collective 

modes. In the l i m i t 2/S+O, v/e have [A »A+,] -*• 6 „ . and the col lect ive 
i n n,n 

modes become ortogonal. In this case (absence of interactions between 

modes), the Schriidinger equation for the density operator of the free 

radiation f ie ld inside the laser cavity is3 

& « - « f • AC (27) 

where L is the Liouvi l le operator 

and A is the loss-operator 

A f * fi'n C V PAÍ3 * b*c- m 

where h.'.c. stands for the Hermitean conjugate; ^ is the effective 

Hamiltonian for the free radiation field inside the cavity 
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Hp- J^X- (30) 

The eq.(27) is valid when the interactions (overlaps) between modes 

are absent. This is not, however, the case in the present situation. 

So, the point is how to include, in a way, the mentioned interactions 

in eq.(27). This will be accomplished in next section through the 

application of cq.(26), which carry out the effect of the interactions 

between modes. 

IV. TJiE EVOLUTION CF TIE LASER FIELD 

Let us consider the effect of interaction among modes by 

considering the simplest (but illustrative) case in which we have 

only two adjacent modes (denoted by n_ and n') bellow threshold. 

The application of eqs.(28)-(30) in (27) and a rotating-

frame transformation P-* cxp(itHp) p expi-itHj.) lead the eq.(27) to 

Except by the replacement of a.* A„ at -• A* the eq.(31) coincides 

with that for P(a, a+, t) as found in literature10, for the case of 

single-mode. Hence, the inclusion of active atows is 

straightforward, the only modification being tie replacement of 
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.+ . individual operators a^, a. in the total Hamiltonian of the standard 

laser theory 

I - HF+HA * V =^ k 4 a k + HA+Y(a,a+i . (32) 

by collective operators A » A+? as 
n 

H = EunA*A« + Hfl + V ( A , A + ) , (33) 
P n n n M 

where H_ is the field hamiltcnian, K« the atomic Harailtonian and Y is 

the interaction Hamiltcnian 

V(a,a+) -edEia.a"') * VÍA.A'") » edE(A,A+), "(34) 

where E(a,a+) is given in eq.('i4) and E(A,A+) in eq.(16); e_ is the 

electronic charge and (J is the atomic dipole moment. In this way, th3 

inclusion of active atoms leads eq.(31) to (set: rn=rn. = r) 

& - - °«V;WV^A+nfn> + 

+ (An,A;,rfAn,A;, - 2A;,fAn>)] • 

+ ^t+K\<'Z\K* (35) 
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Where o[r] is the gain [loss] parameter. Next, we set the density 

operator in the anti-normal order', in terras cf collective operators 

tW m Ju^V^WW (36) 

Although* is in anti-normal order, the eq.(35) is not. At this 

point, when setting the eq.(35) also in the anti-nor*al order, we 

introduce the noi-orthogonality between collective codes, through the 

generalized identities 

tVK.ft-J 
SÍAjf/aAj; ; n' = n 

(2/S)a(Aj)B/aA* ; n '^n 

H j , A*,> 
f- 3(A„)m/3A, 

n' ' n 
n' « n 

\ l» , ~ (2/S)3(An)73An; n' * n 

(37) 

(33)" 

Where the eqs.(17)-(21) has been used. The substitution of eqs.(36)-

(38) in (35) and the use of coherent representation11 give 
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n n ^ *n 

+ 2 o ("^r + ^ w p n • (39) 

Where: P « P(vn vn vn, v , t) is the quasiprobability function5»11 

fit) - \\pM\toJxtyJ\aHvJ (40) 

and |{v >> is a collective coherent state: A j {v }> » vj{v_}>. 1 BI n' m n' m 

The last term in eq.(39) i s a diffusion term10. In the 

absence cf this term, the solutions v f t(t) , v n , ( t ) give the points 

where the quas1prob*til1ty P reaches i t s maximum12. Setting 

vn » x + iy 
\ (41) 

%' - x' + ly' 

we obtain, the compact form 

{{£.- C«-r)-cS.(r» + $\(r»P)* 

• (2/S)(rV?'P • r ' > 3 (42) 

file:////pM/toJxtyJ/aHvJ
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•\íhere, r [ r ' 3 is a vector with components x,y [xjy'3 and V[v ' ] i s the 

derivative with respect these coordinates. I t is easy to see that i f 

vre~aTso neglect the overlap between collect1ve~Taodes~(27S~*0)- in— 

eq.(42) then the quasiprobabilifcy function P becomes separable: 

:P ( r» r ' , t ) •»• P 1 ( r , t ) . ' P 2 ( n ' , t ) . In this special case, eq.(42) 

decouples into two-independent equations ind gives (a similar equation 

for ?p is valid) 

— i + v . -<Y? P,) = 0. (43) 
dt 1 

Where y = a-^<Q is the effective gain parameter. The general solution 
t 

of this first-order equation involves three first integrals of the 
.. fi,'s -

Lagrangian subsidiary system 

& « . * <«> 

whose solution ( f i r s t integral) is 

r(t) « r{o)c T t , (45) 

A similar solution 1$ valid for r'(t). The reader will find in ref.13 

a detailed treatment of eq.(42). According to eqs.(16),(41) and the 

coherent representation, whsre An|(Vj}> • vn| (Vj)>, the result given 

by eq.(45) shows that, in the absence of interaction between modes, the 

time evolution of the laser field is of exponential-type. The 
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inclusion of the interactions will destroy this exponential behaviour. 

To show this, we go back to eq.(42) and, assuming that the interation 

is small, we set 

P(r ,r ' , t ) = Pj(?,?•,t) P2(r\r ' , t ) (45) 

in such a way that 

$P. » vP~ 

v'Pj « v'.?z 

(47) 

wich means that we are assuming Pit??-* ís a 5Íowíy-varying function of 

r'Cr] when compared to PJCPJ]. using eqs.(46),(47) in (41) we find, 

after a lengthy calculation, the solutions 

r(t) » r(0)[l + (2/S2)Y
2t2j exp( yt) (43) 

r'(t) « r(0)[(2/S)Yt3exP( Yt) (49) 

vhere the initial condition f(0)-0 has been used. This is the «cost 

favorable situation to obtain a solution corresponding to only one 

excited collective mode. In the limit S -+ « (which means absence of 

interaction) we obtain in eq.(49) the result given in eq.(45), as 

expected. 
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V. FINN. MmS 

the above results show that the exponential evolution for 

the laser field (cf. eq.(45)) is valid only for tines t satisfying 

the inequality 

Wt/S « 1 (50) 

which gives the upper bound for the exponential-law 

t < J L - -L- (51) 
IT! M l 

So, the upper, bound in ties domain, for the validity of . 

the exponential evolution, effectively desappears when the threshold 

is reached from bellow (a-r-m~). Furthermore, in this limit we 

have (cf. eqs.(49),(S0)): r(t) *r(0); n*(t) -*0 and, concomitantly, 

the mode r"(t) becomes nanochromatic since, from the whole bend Ĥ Gi) 

concerning to r(t) , only a sub-band having linevridtb y» ja-r| is 

appreciately excited1*3, due to a gain-narrowing mechanism1. 

According to the foregoing results, whenever we try to 

excite a single mode r(t), bellow ts>? threshold, we also excite 

neighboring modes r*(t), r"(t), etc. Kowsver, in the limit a-f* 0", 

the excitations, all Initially in the single-node r(t), will remain in 

this node. 

The Initial possibility in the present nany-mode analysis 
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of exchanging excitations betMeen adjacent bands, and the final setup 

of all excitations in a single (and monochromatic) node, in the limit 

~f*0"T~give-iiS-a-satisfactory interpretatiorrof^the laser—behaviour— 

reaching the threshold in terms of a boson-condensation phenomenon, 

as suggested in the single-mode analysis, in the treatment of the 
t 

close analogy between laser behaviour near threshold and a second-

order phase transition1*. 

Above threshold (y>0) the solutions given by eqs.(45), 

(46) and(50) are divergent. This is due the linear approximation used 

in the present work. In order to find the steady-state solution 

above threshold wr must include nonlinear toras in the treatment. In 

this case, besides the coupling betwoun different racdes du3 to the 

-djrect-interaction-f ield -rcode-field-mode,—as in-the-present-paper; 

t.'2 must add tha coupling tetwscn ucdes due to the Indirect interation 

field eode-atca-field code (sce.e.g. ref. 1 0 - pag. 125). The 

invastigation of irode coir/petition15 v;hcn these two effects are 

present is tha subject of a future publication. 
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/PP3®IX 

In onder to derive the eq.(2i) we set. 

o 

and take the Fourier transform of Mt,(n) 

Ry(n) = (AnA) f V u y ( W u * r V z du (Ag) 
Jo 

where u » («i,-»-»1M.)/r„ and obtain K»i on n , 

Ry(n) - (2An/"W K0(|y|) (A3) 

3 o(|y|) is the modified zero-order Bessel function of second 

kind*. Setting 

)dk » wcrn (A4) tf - jlHj[(n 

and using (A2), (Aj) In (Af) we find 

iAn<'3- fVlyDVl^De^""7"' dy (Ag) 
Jo " 

which1' leads to *q.(21) 

,n n« 
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